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Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. In a hugely ambitious study that crosses continents, languages, and almost a century,
Gregory Woods identifies the ways in which homosexuality has helped shape Western culture.
Extending from the trials of Oscar Wilde to the gay liberation era, this book examines a period in
which increased visibility made acceptance of homosexuality one of the measures of modernity.
Woods shines a revealing light on the diverse, informal networks of gay people in the arts and other
creative fields. Uneasily called the Homintern (an echo of Lenin s Comintern ) by those suspicious of
an international homosexual conspiracy, such networks connected gay writers, actors, artists,
musicians, dancers, filmmakers, politicians, and spies. While providing some defense against
dominant heterosexual exclusion, the grouping brought solidarity, celebrated talent, and, in doing
so, invigorated the majority culture. Woods introduces an enormous cast of gifted and
extraordinary characters, most of them operating with surprising openness, but also explores such
issues as artistic influence, the coping strategies of minorities, the hypocrisies of conservatism, and
the effects of positive and negative discrimination. Traveling from Harlem in the 1910s to 1920s
Paris, 1930s Berlin, 1950s New...
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It in one of the best publication. It is definitely simplistic but excitement in the 50 % in the ebook. I am very happy to let you know that this is basically the
greatest publication i have got go through within my own existence and could be he greatest pdf for ever.
-- Dr . Anya  McK enz ie-- Dr . Anya  McK enz ie

Basically no terms to clarify. It can be writter in basic terms instead of di icult to understand. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a
composed publication.
-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV
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